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 Ultimate Performer 
The ALYA chair understands that some people demand the ultimate performance from 

their office chair. The Alya is a true breakthrough in seating design that delivers a 

personal seating experience that responds to the unique movements of your body. The 

Alya is for the executive at the forefront of their field, the high-flyer, the go-getter. This is 

your throne and just like the vehicle you drive, your chair needs to perform giving you 

the comfort and support throughout your 12 hour day. When the day is done and the 

deals have been won, you will still have the energy to celebrate because the Alya is the 

Ultimate Performer. The Alya is not just another office chair….it’s a way of life! 

Features: 

 10 Year Warranty 

 Weight Rating 150Kg 

 5-Star Ergonomic Rating 

 Triple Accredited: 

 Ergonomic Certification by TÜV SÜD 

 Quality Certification by BIFMA 

 Environmental Certification by GREENGUARD 

 Mesh headrest with 5 levels of height adjustment; 45 degree rotation and 35 

degree angle adjustment for the ALYA Executive Option 

 Premium Black mesh backrest 

 Independent backrest angle adjustment by 10 degrees. 

 Fully-adjustable lumbar support 

 Upholstered seat with high-density automotive grade moulded foam 

 Seat depth adjustment from 43 to 48cm 

 Multi-adjustable armrests, viz. height adjustable, while the arm pads can rotate 

inwards and outwards 

 Wire-controlled synchronous mechanism with 15 locking positions 

 Seat height adjustment (floor to top of seat). Min 45cm, Max 54cm 

 700mm diameter polished aluminium 5 star base with 65mm castors for improved 

maneuvrability 

 ALYA Executive and ALYA Task chair option available. 

 Supplied fully assembled 
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